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Silicon-based anode materials for lithium ion batteries (LIBs) have become a hot research topic due to their remarkably high theoretical capacity (4200 mA h g\(^{-1}\)). However, the large volume change (>300%) of Si electrodes during the lithium ion insertion/extraction process leads to a rapid decay of the reversible capacity. In our report, carbon/graphene double-layer coated-silicon composite (Si/C/graphene, Si/C/G) is prepared via a facile hydrothermal process. It is demonstrated that the Si/C/G composite displayed an exceedingly ameliorated electrochemical performance in both cycling stability and rate capability. The specific capacity of the Si/C/G electrode is maintained at 2469 mA h g\(^{-1}\) after 50 cycles under 0.2 A g\(^{-1}\), and above 1500 mA h g\(^{-1}\) after 300 cycles at 2 A g\(^{-1}\). More notably, even at an ultrahigh rate of 32 A g\(^{-1}\), the specific capacity could still reach 471 mA h g\(^{-1}\). Hence the presented simple approach enables massive fabrication of the Si/C/G composite as a promising anode material for high performance LIBs.

1. Introduction

LIBs have attracted considerable attention in various energy storage applications, ranging from portable electronics to electric vehicles and aerospace engineering, due to the superior energy density and higher operating voltages over other rechargeable battery.\(^1,2\) As the most common material used for the anode of commercial LIBs, graphite has long cycle life, ample material supply and fairly low cost.\(^3,4\) Nevertheless, its relatively low specific capacity (372 mA h g\(^{-1}\)) is gradually unable to meet the needs of high energy density application. Recently, multitudinous alternatives for the graphite anode have been investigated, within Si being one of the most promising material, since its theoretical specific capacity of 4200 mA h g\(^{-1}\) (Li\(_{22}\)Si\(_5\)) is 10 times higher than that of graphite.\(^5\) However, Si shows severe capacity decrease because of the large volume expansion/contraction in the process of lithium insertion/extraction.\(^6,7\) To solve the problem, lots of terrific struggle have been committed to the design of silicon nanostructure, which could display better ability to cope the volume expansion/contraction during the cycling process.\(^6,7\) While the low conductivity of silicon is another important cause. To promote its electrical conductivity, all sorts of conductive coating layers such as carbon, metal, metal oxide, conducting polymers and metal silicate have been introduced on the silicon surface,\(^8\) which has been proved an effective approach to ameliorate the conductivity of silicon and improve the overall electrochemical performance.

Besides the high specific capacity, the rate capability of the electrode is also one of the most pivotal properties that should be examined, especially for high-power applications.\(^9\) There have been a few research studies which investigated the electrochemical properties of Si electrode at high charge/discharge rates. For instance, Wu \textit{et al.}\(^10\) synthesized silicon oxide-coated Si tubes that can obtain 540 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at 20C. Cui \textit{et al.}\(^11\) prepared an interconnected Si hollow nano sphere electrode displaying a discharge capacity of 1387 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at 14 A g\(^{-1}\), which is 57% of the capacity obtained at 0.44 A g\(^{-1}\). Wang \textit{et al.}\(^12\) prepared the Si/C/G micro/nanocomposite that could reach 470 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at 5 A g\(^{-1}\).

Herein, we designed a yolk-shell structure of carbon/graphene double-layer coated-silicon material to alleviate the serious structure crush and promote the intrinsic low electrical conductivity of silicon nanoparticles. Specifically, the inner carbon coating could enhance the surface electronic conductivity of silicon nanoparticles, while the outer layer of graphene sheets, which act as flexible and conductive bridges, could not only enhance the intergranular conductivity among silicon particles, but also provide an effective buffer space for the volume expansion of silicon and maintain the integrity of the electrode structure.\(^13\)

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Si particles (100–200 nm) were obtained from the Shenzhen Kejing Star Technology Co. China. Acetonitrile (C\(_2\)H\(_3\)N) and...
2.2. Sample preparation

2.2.1. Pretreatment of silicon particles. Nano-sized Si particles in stock could be oxidized and should be pretreated to remove the surface oxide layer. In the typical process of chemical etching, 2 g of Si particles was added to a solution of 200 ml acetonitrile and 4 ml HF (w/w = 40%) was then stirred continuously at room temperature for 0.5 h to eliminate the oxide layer. The pretreated Si particles were collected and dried.

2.2.2. Preparation of carbon-coated silicon (Si/C) particles. The as-pretreated Si powders and glucose at a mass ratio of 10 : 1 were accurately weighed and ground in an agate mortar. The mixed powders were transferred into a small amount of de-ionized water with vigorously stirring at 300 rpm for 1 h to form a homogeneously mixed slurry, which was then heated up to 90 °C for 12 h. The dried mixture was mashed and the resulting powders were finally put in a crucible for calcination in a nitrogen atmosphere at 600 °C (5 °C min⁻¹) for 6 h to form Si/C particles.

2.2.3. Preparation of graphene-coated silicon (Si/G) particles. Graphene oxide (GO) sheets were first synthesized via a novel Hummers’ approach from natural graphite flakes. Subsequently, a hydrothermal process was applied to synthesize the Si/G composites. Typically, 1 g Si and 0.1 g GO (w/w = 10 : 1) were dispersed in ethanol and ultrasonically treated for 0.5 h to form a suspension. The compound suspension was transferred into a 100 ml PTFE-lined autoclave, and kept at 180 °C for 12 h in the vacuum oven. Upon the completion of the reaction, the

---

**Fig. 1** (a) Schematics illustration of the synthesis of the Si/C/G, (b) and (c) shows Si, Si/C structure changes of after many cycles.

**Fig. 2** SEM images of (a) Si, (b) Si/C and (c) Si/C/G electrodes. (d) TEM and (e) HRTEM images of the Si/C/G materials.
autoclave underwent the natural cooling till room temperature. Afterwards, the suspension was transformed into a wet solid mixture in a refrigerator and followed by vacuum drying to obtain the final solid products.

2.2.4. Synthesis of Si core/carbon/graphene (Si/C/G) composites. 1 g Si/C (w/w = 10 : 1) and 0.1 g GO were dispersed in ethanol and ultrasonically treated for 0.5 h to form a suspension. Afterwards, the same processes for the preparation of Si/G composites was used to synthesize the Si/C/G (w/w = 10 : 1 : 1) composite.

2.3. Sample characterization

Si/C/G materials were characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD, DX-1000) with Cu-Kα radiation. Field emission electron scanning microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-5900LV) operated at 10 kV was used to observe the microstructure morphology and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was used to analyze the element mappings. TEM/HR-TEM images were taken on a JEOL JEM-2100F microscope. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurement was performed with a Kratos XSAM800 spectrometer using Mg Kα1,2 radiations.

2.4. Electrochemical measurements

The electrochemical performance of the Si/C/G material was evaluated in 2032-type coin cells. The Si/C/G composite sample was mixed with conductive carbon black and carboxyl methyl cellulose (w/w = 60 : 20 : 20) to form a homogenous slurry. Ni foam cleaned with 2.0 M HCl solution was used as the current collector. The working electrodes were prepared by pasting the slurry onto the as-prepared Ni foam, and drying at 80 °C under vacuum oven for 5 h. Coin cells were assembled in an argon-filled glove box using lithium foil as the counter electrode, polypropylene film as the separator. The electrolyte was 1.0 M LiPF₆ in 1 : 1 w/w ethylene carbonate/diethyl carbonate, with 1 volume% fluoroethylene carbonate added to improve the cycling stability. The battery was assembled in the order of “the positive electrode shell – electrode sheet – electrolyte – diaphragm – electrolyte – lithium plate – steel sheet – spring plate –
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Fig. 3 (a) XRD patterns of Si, Si/C and Si/C/G composites. (b) Raman spectra of the Si/C and Si/C/G composites. The XPS spectra (c) C 1s and (d) Si 2p of the Si/C/G composite.
negative housing”. All the cells were cycled between 0.01 and 3 V versus Li/Li+’. Specific capacity values were calculated based on the total mass of the Si/C/G. The mass loading of active materials on the electrode was ranging from 0.6 mg to 1 mg (including Si, C and G).

3. Results and discussion

The schematic diagrams for the formation of Si/C/G materials are illustrated in Fig. 1a. Firstly, the pretreated Si nanoparticles and glucose were used as the starting material to prepare yolk–shell structured Si/C composite via a grinding/mixing and calcination process. The Si/C/G composite was further synthesized using Si/C and GO powders through a hydrothermal process. Fig. 2a–c shows the typical SEM image of Si, Si/C, Si/C/G composites, respectively. Obviously, there are many differences in morphology and brightly colored surfaced of the conductive Si/C/G show better. Fig. 2d shows the typical of TEM image, which clearly discloses that core–shell structure of Si/C/G material. High resolution TEM in Fig. 2e also confirms the highly crystalline characteristic of the Si nanoparticles, with a d-spacing of 0.32 nm.

The structure of the prepared Si/C/G material was analyzed by X-ray diffraction (DX-1000). Fig. 3a presents the XRD patterns of the Si, Si/C and Si/C/G composites. In the XRD pattern of the as-obtained Si/C/G composite, the main diffraction peaks at 28.4°, 47.24°, 56.06°, 69.08° and 76.28° can be indexed as the (1 1 1), (2 2 0), (3 1 1), (4 0 0) and (3 3 1) planes of Si crystallites (JCPDS no. 27-1402), respectively. Compared with Si and Si/C, there are diffraction peaks at 23.48° with Si/C/G composite, indicating the carbon derived from the graphene oxide. Fig. 3b presents the Raman spectra of the Si/C/G composites. In the two spectra, the band located at 825 cm⁻¹ presents the Raman spectra of the Si/C/G composites. In the two
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**Fig. 4** (a) Magnified SEM image and mapping results of (b) Si (purple), (c) O (green), (d) C (LT magenta) of the Si/C/G composite.
and Si/G are relatively small, demonstrating that carbon is helpful to the electron transfer. Evidently, the diameter of the semicircle of the Si/C/G composite electrode is the smallest in the four electrodes, illustrating that amorphous carbon layer and graphene sheets could further enhance the conductivity.\textsuperscript{21} Fig. 5c–f show the testing curves obtained from the LIBs with a Si, Si/C, Si/G and Si/C/G at a current density 0.2 A g\(^{-1}\) with a voltage ranging from 0.01 V to 3 V, which can conclude that the deep lithiation and delithiation for the first three cycles.\textsuperscript{22,23} The Si electrode exhibits a reversible discharge specific capacity up to 3575 mA h g\(^{-1}\) for the first cycle, which shows beneficially eliminated volume variations and pulverization of active material after coating carbon. Practically, compared with Si and Si/C composites, discharge and charge platforms apparently rise in Si/G, Si/C/G composites, indicating that graphene promoted the ionic conductivity and decreased internal resistance of silicon electrode. Therefore, Si/C/G composite structure presented prominent status for preparation in LIBs with superior cycling stability. In the other hand, the columbic efficiency was found to be almost 100% (reference Fig. 6b) since the second cycle, suggesting the better reversibility of Si/C/G electrodes compared with the previously reported. The irreversible discharge specific capacity for the first charge is owing to the formation of the SEI layer on the surface of Si/C/G electrodes.\textsuperscript{9,14,24} Moreover, Fig. 5f also shows a stable charge plateau.
at 2.4 V from the first to the 3rd cycle, indicating an excellent cycling stability of the Si/C/G composite.\textsuperscript{25–27}

Fig. 6a shows the cycling behavior and specific capacity of the pure Si, Si/C and Si/G in coin-type half cells. The specific capacity of pure was the lowest in all the composites. The initial discharge specific capacities (at 0.2 A g\textsuperscript{-1}) of the Si/C, Si/G composites and Si are about 2699, 2515 and 1476 mA h g\textsuperscript{-1}, respectively. After 50 cycles, it still retains 1039, 1253 and
442 mA h g\(^{-1}\)) individually, all of which are apparently higher than the pure Si.\(^{14,28–30}\) Fig. 6b compares the cycling stability and specific capacity (0.2 A g\(^{-1}\)) of Si/C/G composites with different mass ratios. The initial discharge specific capacities for samples (10 : 1 : 1, 5 : 1 : 1) are 3366, 1215 mA h g\(^{-1}\), and after 50 cycle, it still retains 2469, 1024 mA h g\(^{-1}\), respectively. On the contrast, the cycling stability and discharge specific capacity of simple (1) is clearly surpassed (2) at the same current density.\(^{31}\) The sample (2) shows excellent cycle stability but low discharge specific capacity, the reason of which could owning to too much carbon,\(^{32–34}\) while the sample (1) displays a better performance. Furthermore, the previously reported Si/C composite microspheres with hierarchical core–shell structure as anode for lithium ion batteries showed a capacity about 900 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at 0.2 A g\(^{-1}\) after 50 cycles. In present work, the discharge specific capacity of Si/C/G composite above 2300 mA h g\(^{-1}\) under the same conditions.\(^{14,31}\) Fig. 6c shows a long cycle performance (300 cycles) at different discharging currents of 1 A g\(^{-1}\), 2 A g\(^{-1}\), which shows stable capacities around 2000, 1600 mA h g\(^{-1}\) respectively. Capacity degradation is almost negligible in this case, demonstrating good stability of the Si/C/G composites.\(^{33,35}\)

As previously reported, dual-carbon enhanced silicon-based composite showed a capacity around 800 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at 0.5 A g\(^{-1}\) for 150 cycles, and with a capacity retention of 90% after 150 cycles. By contrast, we have prepared uncomplicated Si/C/G composites which still maintained discharge specific capacity above 2000 mA h g\(^{-1}\) after 300 cycles.\(^{16,37}\) The rate property was measured from 0.25 to 32 A g\(^{-1}\) and again 0.25 A g\(^{-1}\), followed by cycling at 4 A g\(^{-1}\) for additional 210 cycles.\(^{18–40}\) As shown in Fig. 6d, the Si/C/G anode exhibited a superior moderate rate capability, with a capacity of 500 mA h g\(^{-1}\) at 32 A g\(^{-1}\), about 40% of its capacity at 0.25 A g\(^{-1}\). After the rate performance test, the coin cell was cycled for additional 210 cycles at 4 A g\(^{-1}\), maintaining 1057 mA h g\(^{-1}\) and 80% of its reversible capacity, which further confirms the excellent cycling and rate performance of Si/C/G anodes.\(^{41,42}\)

The morphological changes of the Si/C/G electrode in the process of lithiation–delithiation are characterized by SEM and the results are shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7a and b show the initial morphologies of the Si/C/G electrode before charge/discharge cycling, and after 700 cycles, respectively. It can be seen that both images display a similar morphology of the Si/C/G composite. Even after long-time cycling, the Si/C/G composite particles are still closely packed and uniformly distributed on the current collector, without showing fractures or cracking. Moreover, although silicon experiences great volume deformation during lithiation/delithiation process, no apparent changes in particle size are observed in the Si/C/G material after cycling, indicating the extraordinary structural stability of our sample.

Herein, we develop a simple approach using double carbon coated nano-sized Si as the anode material. As the anode, carbon-coated nano-sized Si composites can significantly improve the cycle performance and enhance specific capacity, while it falls short of achieving the desired commercial goals. To boost batteries rate performance and cycling behavior, we develop a facile hydrothermal route to readily form a hybrid structure of Si/carbongraphene bilayers (Si/C/G). Especially, superior rate performance of the resulting composites could perfectly meet the commercial demand for the rapid charge and discharge.

4. Conclusions

We have successfully synthesized Si/C/G nanocomposite material via two-step chemical reaction of silicon particles. To improve the specific capacity, cycle and rate performance of nanometer-sized silicon particles, the amorphous carbon was coated on the Si surface to form more steady core–shell structure. Furthermore, the core–shell structure was surrounded by graphene via a simple hydrothermal process, which preserves the integrity of silicon particles. The Si/C/G composite dramatically buffered the volume expansion and enhanced the ion conductivity, which maintained the high specific capacity while promoted the cycle stability and rate performance. From electrochemical performance analysis, the Si/C/G composite remarkably ameliorate the rate performance of Si-based anode material and promote their development of practical application in high performance lithium ion batteries.
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